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Lesson 25: Special Vowel Combinations

small smell still pull        
rank blink prank clunk
stall tell droll full
gang king long sung
has time look her
   
The king will not tell his men about the prank.
Her hen has a lot of eggs.

Lesson 25: Special Vowel Combinations

wall still toll full        
sang swing long lung
bank wink honk dunk
mall smell roll gull
her make time some
   
Can a gull wink?
Is it time for the hen to make some eggs?

Lesson 25: Special Vowel Combinations

call sell poll spill        
fang king song lung
Hank blink honk trunk
small smell roll will
make into some him
   
Hank will sell his small trunk.
She will make him get into the cab.

Lesson 25: Special Vowel Combinations

mall smell will full        
sang zing song lung
bank pink honk stunk
clang string long hung
make would has time
   
He will get some red ink at the mall.
Do we have time to make a pink dress?
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Lesson 25: Special Vowel Combinations

tall well fell gull        
clang string strong hung
tank pink bonk junk
ball ill troll bill
her has some look
   
The troll fell into the well.
Her dad has some red string.

Lesson 25: Special Vowel Combinations

all smell troll pull        
pill bring long lung
trunk mink honk junk
tall well stroll gull
time some make like
   
Look at all of the junk in this big trunk! 
It is time to make some eggs.

Lesson 25: Special Vowel Combinations

all fell poll fill        
will sing long strung
rank pink honk bunk
mall tell troll gull
would like look into
   
The bell fell off of the wall.
Would you like to look into the box? 

Lesson 25: Special Vowel Combinations

stall swell roll gull        
clang wing gong hung
tank wink honk trunk
small smell still pull
him like make would
   
Jill still has the small, pink ring.
Dad would like him to make his bed.  
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Lesson 25: Special Vowel Combinations

fall quell toll bull        
mill sing long hung
bank blink honk wink
hang sting song rung
time make look some
   
Can you wink and blink?
Make time to have some fun.

Lesson 25: Special Vowel Combinations

wall fell toll dull        
sang bring song hung
tank mink honk bunk
call ill frill pull
into has time her
   
The tank ran into the wall.
Her dad has a red cab.

Lesson 25: Special Vowel Combinations

Hank rink honk trunk
mall ball droll quill
fang swing song sung
Hank stink junk sunk
like into would her
   
Hank will get a ball when he is at the mall.
Her dad would like to get into the cab.

Lesson 25: Special Vowel Combinations

mall smell troll full        
yank drink honk dunk
ball spell swell bull
clang king long sung
some would make like
   
The troll will spill his drink on the king.
Would you like some gum?




